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QUESTION 1

After enabling *ALL auditing on an object, which action will help an administrator determine when that object was used? 

A. Analyze the system audit journal for the desired entries. 

B. Display the QHSTlogto see instances of audited object usage. 

C. Examine the QSYSOPR message queue for specific object usage notifications. 

D. Issue the DSPOBJD command using the OUTPUT(*PRINT) parameter to generate usage history. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Default job descriptions are set so that they always use the system values QSYSLIBL and QUSRLIBL to construct
library lists. A new application is installed and has a custom subsystem and job descriptions to run the application jobs.
The 

new application is not updating the production data. 

What is the most likely reason for the problem? 

A. The application job description has a newINLLIBL specified. 

B. The application subsystem specifies a new class that sets the library lists. 

C. The application users do not have authority to the production data libraries. 

D. The Subsystem library and current library override the default user library list. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Several Licensed Program Products have just been added to the system. How can the administrator determine which
PTFs should be applied to the system? 

A. Run the CHKPTFGRP command. 

B. Apply the last available cumulative fix. 

C. Download and apply the HIPER and DB/2 Group PTFs. 

D. Reference the PSP documentation for the Licensed Program Products 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A programmer is developing an application that has several file objects. One of the objects is a control file that will not
be updated by the users. What is the correct permission for the control file to prevent updates by users? 

A. *USE 

B. *CHANGE 

C. *OBJREF 

D. *OBJALTER 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of a job description? 

A. To define where and how a job runs 

B. To assign memory resources to a job 

C. To specify the job purge level and subsystem 

D. To provide a logical way to identify various jobs 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator is performing a manual IPL. For what reason would the administrator set the "Set Major System
Options" to "Y"? 

A. To reset system user profiles 

B. To start Dedicated Service Tools 

C. To start system to restricted state 

D. To enable automatic configuration of a printer 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator creates a new user profile and assigns that new profile to two groups, GROUP1 and GROUP2.
GROUP1 has update authority for APP1 application. GROUP2 has only read authority to APP2 application. The new
user is able to access APP1 and APP2 as expected. 

A month later the administrator needs to stop the user from updating APP1 and assigns the user to GROUP3, which
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only has read authority to APP1. However, the user can still update APP1. What is the most likely cause of this
problem? 

A. The administrator did not remove GROUP1 from the user profile. 

B. The system was not restarted to make the group profile changes effective. 

C. GROUP3 was not first in the list of group profiles to restrict update to APP1. 

D. The administrator did not remove all of the Individual Authorities from the GROUP1 profile for that user. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator needs to inform users that the system is about to be powered down, and ask if any user needs an
additional 15 minutes to complete work in progress. The administrator entered "GO MANAGESYS" and selected Option
12Work with Signed-On Users, but does not see the option to send a message to all signed on users. 

Why is the administrator unable to send the message to the users? 

A. The administrator is not signed on to the console. 

B. The administrator needs to press F24 to show more options. 

C. The administrator does not have *IOSYSCFG special authority. 

D. The administrator is using the intermediate assistance level. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

IBM i provides the capability to use digital certificates to sign objects. What objects, other than Programs (*PGM),
Service programs (*SRVPGM) and Modules (*MODULE) may be signed? 

A. Libraries (*LIB)SQL Packages (*SQLPKG) 

B. Query definitions (*QRYDFN)Journals (*JRN) 

C. Populated save files (TILE SAVF)Commands (*CMD) 

D. Message queues (*MSGQ)Populated data Queues (*DTAQ) 

E. Physical files (*FILE PF-DTA)User Profiles (*USRPRF) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A series of batch jobs run continuously and must be shut down for backup. The job logs are very large and take several
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minutes to generate, which delays the start of backup. Company policy states that all jobs must generate job logs. What
can the administrator do to help ensure that backups start on time? 

A. Increase the time-slice of the jobs. 

B. Increase the size of the memory pool of the subsystem the jobs run in. 

C. Change the job status to*HOLD, the job log server to *YES, and PRTTXTto*JOBLOG. 

D. Change the job description for these jobs so that the job log is generated by a job log server 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

After restoring a file to LIBA schema, the administrator wants to display the contents of file using System i Navigator.
After opening System i Navigator the administrator cannot see the LIBA schema. What will add the schema to the list of
schemes? 

A. Right-Click Databases and choose "Select Default Schemas." 

B. Right-Click Schemas and choose "Select Schemas to Display." 

C. Right-Click Database Maintenance and choose "Add Default Schemas." 

D. Right-Click the name assigned to the relational DB (S101ff5c) and choose "Add Schemas to List." 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the effect of starting multiple printers assigned to the same outqueue? 

A. Balances the workload of the printers 

B. Allows the system to have a backup printer configured and available 

C. Allows the printing of multiple copies of a spooled file simultaneously 

D. Enables multiple users to use the same outqueue but have output delivered to their local printer 

Correct Answer: A 
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